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Kirstin Greygoose, Ogden Teacher Fellow

School: Bidford-on-Avon CE Primary School, 
Warwickshire

Occupation: Full time Year 2 class teacher, KS1 
Manager and Science Coordinator

Ogden Role: Teacher Fellow and Hub Leader for 
the Bidford Partnership

Specialities: Mentoring for new partnerships, 
developing tools to support assessment in the 
new curriculum, scientific inquiry through 
exploration days.

Phizzi Foreword
                     

Welcome to the very  first  edition of  ‘Phizzi News’! It has been an 
exciting time for the Ogden Trust, we have extended our vision to reflect 
our new primary  direction ‘Making Physics Matter in Primary  Science’. 
Along with my  team of  expert Teacher Fellows, I am excited to lead and 
develop this new vision of  the Trust. At the heart of  our Primary  Science 
Programme, sits  our flagship ‘Phiz Labs’ - specialist environments for the 
teaching of  science (particularly  the physical processes). We now have 5 
dedicated Phiz Labs in the West Midlands,  soon to be 6! This 
geographical area covers Redditch, Leamington Spa, Rubery, the 
Cotswolds and Coventry. 

Each termly  magazine, will be specifically  written for primary  practitioners 
(secondary  teachers, parents and children themselves are included in our 
audience).  The magazine will be edited by  a highly  experienced team of 
primary  and secondary  experts, so you can be confident that the content 
in each magazine is relevant and gives you a greater insight into 
‘physics’. We will have a varied collection of  articles, related to physical 
science education and physical science professional development. All 
articles are centred around our ‘Phizzi’ theme, ranging from unpicking the 
new Primary  Science National Curriculum to sharing ideas for ensuring 
the physical sciences are taught and experienced across the curriculum 
(yes even KS1!) We want to celebrate science, especially  physical 
science.  Put a link to the magazine on your school website and find 
opportunities to celebrate primary  science, don’t just wait for British 
Science Week (13-22 March 2015), hopefully  you will feel inspired to try 
new things after reading this magazine!

Meet The Team
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Jackie Flaherty , Ogden Teacher Fellow

School: Chipping Campden School 

Occupation: Head of Physics

Ogden Role: Runs the Cotswold Primary and 
Secondary Cluster and leads the Primary CPD 
programme from the Phiz Lab at Chipping 
Campden. 

Specialities: Works closely with Universities to 
develop Physics enrichment activities and is 
involved in the promotion of STEM subjects 
through links with a variety of business partners.

EDITOR: Wendy Cox
National Primary Science Consultant

PHIZZI ENQUIRIES:
wendy.cox@ogdentrust.com

PHIZZI NEWS is also available to view 
at www.ogdentrust.com

Focusing on Shrubland Street 
Primary School in Leamington Spa

The creation of a new Phiz Lab at Our 
Lady of the Assumption, Coventry

Meet the Pioneers of the future and 
the Year 6 Scientists of the Year

Engaging pupils in Physics and 
fun with forces 

Case study: Chipping Campden’s 
6th Form Primary Science Club

A science career profile on former 
student Hannah McQuail

Bidford-on-Avon School engages 
pupils, parents and the community

A showcase of recent events, 
activities and science displays

Local events, websites, things to 
try at home and places to visit

Amanda Poole , Ogden Teacher Fellow

School: Shrubland Street Community Primary 

Occupation: Science Specialist Teacher

Ogden Role: After 16 years teaching Secondary 
Physics I now run Phiz Lab 1 at Shrubland Street, 
an amazing primary school dedicated to improving 
the standard of Primary Science education.

Specialities: Graduate in Physics and Astronomy 
and MSc in Science Education. Physics AST for 7 
years.

http://www.ogdentrust.com
http://www.ogdentrust.com
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Shrubland Street Phiz Lab was set up in 2012 as an 
innovative approach to improving the quality of 
science education across the school. Science at 
Shrubland Street is now  led and taught by Amanda 
Poole who is a Physics subject specialist and 
Ogden Teacher Fellow  having previously worked as 
a Physics AST in secondary education.

‘Phiz Lab has had a massive impact on science in 
the school with improved pupil engagement and 
motivation, increased attainment and skil l 
development and most importantly weekly 
dedicated science learning time for all learners. 
Feedback from parents shows that they also value 
the opportunities their children get in our Phiz Lab’.

The school received recognition for its innovative 
approach to Science Education by being shortlisted 
for the Science TES awards 2014 and being 
awarded PSQM Gold Award. Amanda Poole has 
been awarded Primary Science Teacher of the Year 
award by the PSTT in recognition for her work 
setting up Phiz Lab and leading the Leamington 
Spa Ogden Primary Partnership.

Phiz Lab Focus
Shrubland Street Phiz Lab 

To find out more about the work of Shrubland Street 
Phiz Lab  and the Leamington Spa Primary Partnership 
visit www.shrublandstreetprimaryschool.co.uk 

Amanda Poole

2

http://www.shrublandstreetprimaryschool.co.uk
http://www.shrublandstreetprimaryschool.co.uk
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The Creation Of A New Phiz Lab (No. 5!) At Our Lady of the Assumption, 
Tile Hill, Coventry

Early Days........

They would love to become the next Phiz Lab although the 
lab is clearly going ahead no matter what. They understand 
that partnership with the Ogden Trust could have a huge impact
and benefits for them in terms of Primary Science Excellence which 
will support them in creating partnerships and providing CPD.

Phizzi Future
The Team
Enthusiastic  head teacher Kate Connelly and science coordinator 
Emma Muntoni (who is a chemistry graduate), are keen to develop 
their primary science facility to provide outstanding science 
provision for the children in their school, as well as creating a hub 
for Primary Science Excellence (bringing in teachers from Coventry 
Primary Schools for high quality CPD Partnership/collaboration 
projects).

The Space 
The lab space is a resource room currently – 
large enough to take three large tables that sit 
10 children each for collaborative enquiry work. 
The room already has an interactive white 
board and numerous units with plastic  Graknell 
trays around the outside of the room to store all 
of the science equipment. 

The head has already planned where all  non-science 
resources and books that are stored in the room will  be 
moved to and the plan is to have their lab up and running  
by Christmas 2014 for all teachers to bring their classes to 
for their weekly science afternoon/morning.

It has huge windows making it a bright room with space outside to put 
bird tables to bring the biology curriculum to life. Our Lady is a great 
school  to promote outdoor learning in science – it has lots of green 
space, a science pond dipping area and a science garden.

Latest update - 
Our Lady of the Assumption has officially become the 
5th Phiz Lab School!

Grand Opening - 3rd December

3
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Year 6 Science Assistant
Each year at the end of the summer term, a year 5 pupil 
with an outstanding aptitude for science is nominated by 
staff to receive the Science Cup.  This award comes not 
only with recognition for the nominees’ achievements, but 
also responsibility.  As they enter year 6, the title of 
Primary Science Assistant is bestowed upon them, to 
support the science coordinator and promote the subject 
within school.  The ‘Science in the News’ board is kept 
up-to-date, with news clippings, photographs and an 
article synopsis, written by our Science Assistant, to 
engage our pupils and visitors.  A comment book is 
included with thought-provoking questions about current 
national and international scientific studies.

This year we have Thomas Buckley stepping into the role 
of Science Assistant, “I felt very happy, because I have 
always enjoyed science and I felt honoured to get the 
award. I feel the role of Science Assistant is a good 
challenge, and I am sure I can persevere with the 
responsibility ”.

Pupils from Key Stage 2 were invited to submit an 
application for a position on the committee, exalting their 
creativity, commitment and passion for science.  Twenty-
two successful pupils, along with two members of staff, 
met for the first time this week - accompanied by squash 
and biscuits – as they discussed school  issues and plans 
for the future of science at Bidford.

In their first venture, the committee began the first stages 
of the new Science Garden Project.  A bid has been 
submitted to our partners at the Primary Science 
Teaching Trust, for funding to develop an area of 
underused space in the school  grounds.  Whilst we await 
the outcome of the bid, the Science Committee got 
underway with the first stages of preparation during their 
lunchtime break, digging around the pergola on the 
proposed site, planting a bamboo walkway and scented 
plants.  

Year 6 Science Assistant Profile

Name: Thomas Buckley

Age: 11

Career Aspirations: I would love to be a rocket 
scientist or work at the space centre in America.

Favourite School Science Memory: In an assembly 
with Dr. Johanna Jarvis we had to stand up and pretend 
to be a galaxy, astronomy is my favourite science and we 
all took part together!

Phizzi Pioneers
Primary Pupils Take The Lead

Responsibilities of Science 
Committee Members

• To attend regular meetings with science coordinator and 
science assistant.

• To help prepare resources for science lessons.

• To support preparations and activities during science 
week.

• To participate in family learning nights.

• To act as Science Ambassadors at school events.

• To maintain science cupboards.

• Other reasonable duties related to science at Bidford 
Primary School.

The committee not 
only supports the 
e v e r - i n c r e a s i n g 
workload of a subject 
manager, but also 
p r o v i d e s f u r t h e r 
oppor tun i t ies fo r 
p u p i l s t o 

independence and creative thinking, embedding a 
positive attitude towards learning and leadership.

Kirstin Greygoose

4
4

Science Committee at
Bidford-on-Avon Primary 

School
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Year 6 Scientist of the Year
All  Midlands Primary Partnerships are eligible to 
nominate one candidate for the Year 6 Scientist of the 
Year Awards, held at the University of Birmingham each 
June. Nominees demonstrate an exceptional interest and 
enthusiasm for the subject, and are ambassadors for 
science within their school and wider community.

Bidford Partnership Winners 2014:
Matthew Tingle         Bidford-on-Avon Primary School,  
                                  Warwickshire

Thomas Heard          Ridgeway Middle School, Redditch

Dylan Rees               St. Bede’s Catholic Middle School,  
                                  Redditch

Madeleine Price         St. Nicholas Primary School, 
                                  Alcester

2014 Year 6 Scientist of the Year

Name:  Matthew Tingle

Age: 12

Interests and Hobbies: 
Des ign ing veh ic les and 
structures; reading; Physics; 
mountain biking

Career Aspirations: Lego 
Designer or Mechanica l 
Engineer

Phiz Lab Leaders of Education 
Meet Gypsy Moulding, one of the winners of the 2014 
Young Physicist Awards. Gypsy was an exceptional 
science student all  the way through primary school; 
independent, creative and resourceful. She used success 
criteria and targets to constantly stretch herself and as a 
result was clearly working at a least two years ahead of 
expectations.

Gypsy was always a perfect 
role model  for the children 
in her class, demonstrating 
how to work scientifically to 
a very high standard, 
connect and apply ideas as 
well as ask challenging 
questions. It was a sad loss 
to see her move on to 
C a m p i o n S e c o n d a r y 
Schoo l , Warw icksh i re 
however the children at 
Shrubland Street Phiz Lab 
can still look up to her as 
she is returning to support 
our after school Science 
Club. 

Favourite Primary School Science Memory:  
Receiving the school Science Cup; designing cars in 
which to race eggs on Ogden Challenge Day

Matthew has now gone to further his education at 
Alcester Grammar School

This term she can be found helping our team prepare for 
the FLL robotics tournament and next term she will  be 
supporting children in completing their independent 
projects for Ogden Science Fair 2015.

Shrubland Street Science Ambassadors

5
5
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This  often leads to a common investigative question the children would like to ask, and 
frequently  it  will be something you intend to cover anyway  – but if  the pupils feel they 
generated the question, they immediately feel a sense of ownership over the inquiry.

• Planning  – a story  or picture book is an effective way  to open an investigation.  Reading 
a story  such as, Peace at Last by  Jill Murphy  can prompt questions about sound, light or 
even nocturnal animals.   The focus can be open-ended, such as “How can we help Mr. 
Bear get a better night’s sleep?” or linked to work in class.  Short video clips or a piece 
of music can work equally well - http://greygoosek.wix.com/bidfordpartnership

• Effective Modelling – pupils will need to witness how a scientific investigation works 
from beginning to end before they  can tackle one themselves.   Carrying out a whole 
class investigation early  on in the year can set the tone and expectations for behaviour 
and safe use of equipment, whilst structuring an inquiry process.

• Resources  - store commonly  used resources such as string, tape, scissors, glue etc. in 
labelled boxes. Training children to use these provides consistency  when carrying out 
the inquiry and packing away at the end!

Engaging Pupils in Scientific Inquiry
Keeping pupils focused on a task without a riot breaking out is often a worry  for teachers, newly  qualified and experienced, when 
approaching a scientific inquiry.  With careful planning, effective modelling and training, scientific investigation work can be a joy  for 
both pupils and staff.

Organising an Exploration Day

Most of  our exploration days begin by  sorting some statements into three categories: True; False; Don’t Know; with some discussion to 
establish our learning point.

Example Exploration Day: Fun with Forces

• Objective:  Recognise forces as a push or a pull

• Resources: umbrellas; large bin bags (or training parachutes if  available); balls; skittles; wooden bricks; child’s wheelbarrow; plastic 
tennis rackets; large space such as the hall or playground.

• Organisation: at the beginning of  a topic on forces, provide children with an exploration opportunity.  Place the resources in the 
middle of a discussion circle and ask pupils to firstly predict, then explore forces.

Phizzi Progression

6
6

Physics Focus in KS1
Exploration Days

• Recording Progress – use of  an A2 ‘Big Book’ is a quick and effective way  to record the 
activity, similar to a Reception Learning Journal.   Take photographs throughout, use post-it 
notes to record quotations or observations and ask children to comment on their learning as it 
happens.

Pupils work individually, in pairs  or small groups using the resources to test the question, 
“What  is a force?”.   For example, they  could run with the tennis rackets in both vertical and 
horizontal positions, the umbrellas in front and behind them. They  will undoubtedly  be quite 
inventive with how they  use the equipment once they  realise it has an impact on their 
movement  – a group of  the boys saw the umbrella demonstration and began to run with 
their coats out (Superhero style) to test the effect!

To complete the activity  and develop communication skills,  ask each pair or group to write 
an index card for a photograph of  their experience – add this to the class Big Book for 
science exploration.
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When an object is stationary or moving at a constant speed in a straight line (i.e. it’s motion is not 
changing) the forces acting on the object are balanced – there is no resultant (overall) force acting on it.

!

Upthrust

Weight

Lift

Weight

Reaction Force

WeightClassroom Activity: 
The Balloon Challenge
Blow up a balloon with helium and tie a piece of cotton to the balloon. 
The challenge is to balance the balloon in mid-air by weighing it down 
with just the right amount of plasticine.

When it hovers at the same height we know that the forces are 
BALANCED (equal in size and act in opposite directions).

To find out more about the forces CPD days we offer, please contact 
Wendy to find your nearest CPD event:

wendy.cox@ogdentrust.com

Upthrust

Weight

5 Minute Physics - Balanced Forces

7
7

Physics Focus in KS2

mailto:wendy-cox@ogdentrust.com
mailto:wendy-cox@ogdentrust.com
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Phizzi Peers
Sixth Form Primary Science Clubs
Case Study – Chipping Campden School

Last year 70 primary school pupils at St James' & 
Ebrington and St Catherine's Schools participated in 
after school Science Clubs run by Chipping 
Campden sixth form students which have included 
activities such as exploding coke bottles, making 
tornadoes and the very popular elephant's 
toothpaste demonstration! The primary pupils also 
enjoyed some sessions in the Chipping Campden 
science labs at to round off this successful scheme.

The scheme is very rewarding but does require hard 
work and commitment from the students. They are 
required to produce a portfolio which is assessed at 

the end of the scheme by an external consultant 
and they attend weekly training sessions covering 
lesson planning and classroom management. 

CREST is a project-based awards scheme for the 
STEM subjects (Science, Technology, Engineering 
and Maths). It is an award given by the British 
Science Association and links the personal passions 
of students to curriculum-based learning. UCAS 
endorse CREST Awards for inclusion in students' 
personal statements - they are well regarded, high-
quality and a tangible recognition of success.
 24 Sixth form students gained a Silver CREST 
Award. Some of  this year’s cohort are working 
towards their Gold Award.

Primary students achieve a STAR Award.

Bradford University Robotic Telescope

Groups of sixth formers are available to run 2 x 1 
hour lessons (at least a week apart) to Y4 & 5 using 
the remote controlled space telescope in Tenerife 
via the Bradford University website.
http://schools.telescope.org/login.php

The primary pupils send requests to the telescope 
and during the 2nd lesson they are able to see their 
own images of the Moon, Andromeda Galaxy etc.
The subscription to the website is £70 This allows 
the whole school to have logins for the website 
(great for a space or science themed week).

http://www.ogdentrust.com/schools-partnerships/teaching-resources/resource-documents/post/1107-primary-
science-club-teaching-pack

Primary Science Club Teaching Pack

8
8

http://mail.chippingcampden.gloucs.sch.uk/cp/ps/Mail/ExternalURLProxy?d=chippingcampden.gloucs.sch.uk&u=jf&url=http://schools.telescope.org/login.php&urlHash=7.320464501714888E-264
http://mail.chippingcampden.gloucs.sch.uk/cp/ps/Mail/ExternalURLProxy?d=chippingcampden.gloucs.sch.uk&u=jf&url=http://schools.telescope.org/login.php&urlHash=7.320464501714888E-264
http://www.ogdentrust.com/schools-partnerships/teaching-resources/resource-documents/post/1107-primary-science-club-teaching-pack
http://www.ogdentrust.com/schools-partnerships/teaching-resources/resource-documents/post/1107-primary-science-club-teaching-pack
http://www.ogdentrust.com/schools-partnerships/teaching-resources/resource-documents/post/1107-primary-science-club-teaching-pack
http://www.ogdentrust.com/schools-partnerships/teaching-resources/resource-documents/post/1107-primary-science-club-teaching-pack
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Science Career Profile
An Interview With A Former Student

Name: Hannah McQuail

Primary School: Blockley C of E Primary School

Secondary School: Chipping Campden Secondary School

A-level subjects: Physics, Mathematics, Biology (& AS in 

Further Mathematics and Chemistry) 

University: University of Cambridge

Degree title: Experimental and Theoretical Physics

What made you choose to study physics at A-level and University? I choose to study physics because I like to understand 
how things work, and I wanted to work in the space industry!

Job title: Thermal Spacecraft Engineer

Brief job description/ best bits of the job/ most exciting thing you have done at work:
Basically my job is to make sure a spacecraft or satellite is designed in such a way that it won’t get too hot or too cold. Space is an extreme 
environment and a typical satellite can experience temperatures from -200°C to +250°C and they often have a lot of sensitive equipment on 

them which need to be kept at a constant temperature.
The best bit of my job so far has been working on the ExoMars Rover project (an ESA mission to send a robotic rover to Mars) and having the 

opportunity to drive one of the rover prototypes which has affectionately been nicknamed Bridget. 

Advice for budding primary scientists: Always ask ‘Why?’ and ‘How does it work?’ and keep asking until you get an answer. 
Sometimes the answer might be ‘We don’t know yet!’, that just means you’ve found an interesting question!

Phizzi Professionals

GirlsGetSET is an exciting scheme aimed at
showing girls aged 13-18 what Science, 
Engineering and Technology (or SET for short) 
are all about. We want  to show girls who are interested in SET 
subjects the massive opportunities open to them if  they  consider a 
future career in SET; this  could be anything from designing the 
fastest rollercoaster to finding an alternative energy source.

There is  not a day  that goes by  where you will not touch something 
that involves  SET, especially  in today's society  where there is new 
technology emerging around the globe all the time.
And yet, in Britain today  39% of  businesses are struggling to recruit 
workers  with advanced SET skills. To help address this  issue, 
companies like GE need to attract a more diverse group of  young 
people,  particularly  girls, through their doors.  One way  to do this  is 
to excite young people about what it  is really  like to work  in high-
tech industries such as aviation, health or energy.

9
9
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Engaging Pupils, Parents and the Community
Each term, Bidford-on-Avon dining hall transforms into a 
lecture theatre for the local community  for an evening of 
excitement and wonder.  The programme is a mix of  physics, 
chemistry and biology with both paid and voluntary speakers.  

Our main purpose of  the Family  Learning Night was to 
engage parents, excite pupils and provide something beyond 
science in the classroom.  We have already  hosted more than 
six Family  Learning Nights since January  2012, including 
lectures on Prehistoric Slime, Forces, and Liquid Nitrogen.  
We are in the process of  establishing a regular programme of 
events to include an ever-increasing range of  themes and 
presenters.

In a questionnaire, 75% of  pupils said the experience had 
made them more excited about science and 80% of  parents 
said it had enabled them to learn something new:

    “I found science dull at school, and it has been a 
     great opportunity to learn something new, from 
     people who are both knowledgeable and engaging.”  
     Year 4 parent.

Support f rom local further and higher educat ion 
establishments has been vital to the development of  Family 
Learning Nights, but there are a number of  ways to begin 
building contacts.  Our local amateur astronomy  group, bring 
not only  telescopes but an enthusiasm and expertise to termly 
meetings on the playground, for the price of  a cup of  tea.  
Websites such as www.sciencelive.net provide a directory  of 
presenters for little or no charge and a number of 
organisations, such as the Primary Science Teaching Trust 
and the Ogden Trust, are a minefield of  contacts, advice and 
support.   

Who? Most lecturers can tailor their workshops to 
audiences as young as Key  Stage 2, where the content is 
more appropriate.  For our lectures, we offer 2 child places for 
every  1 adult that attends – and we never charge!  Our 
invitations extend to local schools and those in our 
partnership, offering up to 10 places per school. 

How? Get in touch with your local university, they often 
have subsidies to support feeder educational establishments. 
The Ogden Trust website1 is also a minefield of  experts who 
can deliver a workshop or help you to network with other 
providers.

Where? The school hall, large classroom or even playground 
and between 50 – 100 chairs (I often place benches at the 
front to encourage the younger pupils to immerse themselves 
in the action). The Parent Association often offer refreshments 
to recoup any funding needed for the paid presenters. 

When?  Check the school diary  for ‘free’ evenings and send 
out a letter of  interest.  Our Family  Learning Nights usually  run 
between 6 -7pm and we try  to vary  the day  each term to allow 
for families’ other commitments. 

Why?  Ofsted’s report, Maintaining Curiosity  20132, identified 
that many secondary  pupils did not see the purpose of  what 
they  were studying, other than to collect examination grades.  
As educators, we need to look beyond curriculum based 
delivery of  our subject to capture and engage the future 
generation of  scientists.  Engaging pupils and their families in 
science demonstrates that learning is a lifelong vocation, and 
has the potential to change social perceptions of  science, 
scientists, and career pathways.  

Look out for reviews on guest speakers in future issues.  For 
further advice on running your first family  learning night 
contact the editorial team3.

Phizzi Family

1 www.ogdentrust.com
2 Ofsted: Maintaining curiosity in science November 2013, No. 
130135 http://www.ofsted.gov.uk/resources/maintaining-
curiosity-survey-science-education-schools
3 wendy.cox@ogdentrust.com

10
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http://www.sciencelive.net
http://www.sciencelive.net
http://www.ogdentrust.com
http://www.ogdentrust.com
http://www.ofsted.gov.uk/resources/maintaining-curiosity-survey-science-education-schools
http://www.ofsted.gov.uk/resources/maintaining-curiosity-survey-science-education-schools
http://www.ofsted.gov.uk/resources/maintaining-curiosity-survey-science-education-schools
http://www.ofsted.gov.uk/resources/maintaining-curiosity-survey-science-education-schools
http://www.ogdentrust.com
http://www.ogdentrust.com
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Phizzi Photos

11
11

Science Displays
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Phizzi Features

ASE Annual Conference
Wednesday, 7 January – 

Saturday, 10 January 2015

University of Reading

Early Bird registration starts 
from only £64

For full details or to register for 
the event visit www.ase.org.uk

Local Events Websites
http://www.sciencebob.com/

index.php

http://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/
educators/

teaching_resources.aspx

http://greygoosek.wix.com/
bidfordpartnership

Things To Try 
At Home

http://www.reachoutcpd.com/how-
parents-can-help/

http://www.physics.org/
marvinandmilo.asp?id=102

http://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/
online_science/games

Places To 
Visit

Leicester Space Centre

Think Tank

Flight School at Birmingham Airport

Drayton Manor Park

Big Bang Science Fair

Cheltenham Science Festival

Birmingham Symphony Hall

Lynne Long – Birmingham 
University: l.long@bham.ac.uk 

Jenny Watson – Physics Factory: 
jwatson@kefw.org 

Science of Magic – Dr Matt Pritchard 

www.sciencemagicshows.co.uk

Borrow the moon!

 http://www.stfc.ac.uk/1360.aspx

Space Odyssey Mobile Planetarium 
info@spaceodyssey.co.uk

Workshops
and Speakers
Dr Johanna Jarvis – Astronomy/ Star 

gazing evenings: 
johanna@astronomytuition.co.uk 

National Space Academy  – (Ogden 
school - discount) Project manager:

amyb@spacecentre.co.uk

Dr Ken – Inspirational Science and 
Maths: info@dodifferent.co.uk 

Dan Cottle – IOP Make and Take 
dan@greencushion.co.uk 
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